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Contractors regularly see changes in technology, as they face work that demands careful 
precision and exacting forethought, hence the old carpenter's saw "Measure twice, cut once." 
For construction, terms like reworking, reinstalling and recutting often equals lost revenues, a 
bad deal when margins are getting tighter and tighter every day. Because of these issues, 
creating a post-COVID-19 business model that focuses on reworking your business to 
accommodate the changes of both the pandemic and digital transformation can seem like 
unnecessary extra work. 
Though contractors of every type, size and organization have been impacted by the pandemic, 
readjusting your company to adapt to the changing demands of digital transformation can help 
your company come out better on the other side. By learning to do more with less, remaining 
flexible in their enterprise and recognizing how and when to make adaptations to digital 
transformation technology, concepts and market shifts, many contractors are positioning their 
businesses for strong, flexible growth and outstanding responsiveness in the new digital future. 
Improve Your Soft Skills 
Though it's tempting to focus on the numbers in your operation, there are a number of soft skills 
that can help clarify your business' values, culture and mission. Here's a quick look at a few 
things you can focus on in your spare time while you determine your company's direction: 

• Leadership Qualities: Take some time to think about what kind of leader you are for your 
business. Are you leading from the top and setting a great tone for your company? Are 
you setting a unified example when new procedures, policies and processes are being 
introduced? Is your team encouraging production, collaboration, good morale and 
employee accountability? 

• Open Communications: Have you effectively set up lines for communications for your 
business' recovery effort, strategy and plans for continuity with your customers and 
employees? Are you taking advantage to leverage new and existing networking options, 
which can help you grow your business? 

• Employee Motivation and Empowerment: To improve profitability, have you looked at 
increasing investment in employee training so that you can reduce legal liabilities, risk 
and on-the-job injuries? What about improving motivation by recognizing employee 
accomplishments, which can increase site productivity? Do your employees have all 
they need for self-sufficiency? 

Go Over Operations and Processes 
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Have you considered if there are processes and operations that can be made more efficient and 
productive, reducing your costs? While it's quiet, take the time to look for missed opportunities, 
including looking at these possible questions: 

• Job Estimating: Are you using a job-estimating system that allows enough revenue so 
that you remain competitive while keeping revenue high enough to remain profitable? 
Can you quickly capture delay and scheduling costs that could be used in future claims? 
Are you accounting for supplier price increases, pandemic costs and extra equipment 
and labor expenses? 

• Project Managers: Are your company's project managers setting reasonable timelines? 
What about achievable, realistic goals on your projects? Can they effectively manage 
your customer's expectations appropriately? Are they able to make improvements on 
their time management processes? 

• Risk Management: How is your company evaluating risks, whether it's based on 
projects, contracts, receivables, payables, billing, bank credit line changes or loan 
balances? What about risks with your subcontractors? Are you taking precautions? Are 
you using bonding requirements, schedule and work type to prioritize new business? 

Technology Reappraisal 
The changes that digital transformation have brought forward have been accelerated with the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and your company's ability to evolve with these changes will impact your 
future success. Here are some things to think about: 

• Automation: Can you streamline job-costing, requests for information, risk assessments, 
project management, asset management and customer relationships using automated 
processes? 

• Augmented Reality: What about using Augmented Reality (AR) to check for errors in 
your plans prior to breaking down or when you're doing training with your crew? 

• Analytics: Does your job-estimating software let you report budget-to-actual, labor 
productivity and cost-to-complete? What's your best customer type? 

• Internet of Things: Are you using sensor data and devices on your equipment to predict 
maintenance and assess your performance? What about for tracking equipment on the 
job site? 

• Drones: How are you performing safety checks after a big storm on your job site? Are 
you still sending in people or are you looking at buying drones for this purpose or for 
laying out your job sites? 

Seek Professional Advice 
Making changes like this in your construction business can be difficult, so it's important to seek 
professional advisors who can help you find the right solutions for your business.  
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